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Exclusion criteria  

Subjects were excluded for (1) history of head trauma or loss of consciousness (> 30 min) or 

other neurological disease of central origin (including seizures); (2) abnormal vital signs at time 

of screening and history of major medical conditions, encompassing cardiovascular (including 

high blood pressure), endocrinological (including metabolic), oncological or autoimmune 

diseases; (3) history of major psychiatric disorder (other than substance abuse or dependence for 

the CUD and/or nicotine dependence for both study groups); (4) except for cocaine in the CUD, 

positive urine screens for other psychoactive drugs or their metabolites (phencyclidine, 

benzodiazepines, cannabis, opiates, barbiturates and inhalants); (5) pregnancy as confirmed with 

a urine test in all females; (6) contraindications to the magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) study; 

and (7) education of less than 12 years (or equivalent) and verbal intelligence of ≤ 85. 

fMRI task design 

The long (2000 msec) preparation period (i.e., where the word was presented but response was 

not yet required) was provided to encourage processing of the meaning of the word. Also, the 

word was placed before the response window because preliminary task testing indicated that the 

other options (displaying the response window before or simultaneously with the word) 

facilitated pressing for color and would have discouraged the necessary word processing (i.e., 

reading). Further, the response window included a display of the color response pad so as to 

minimize working memory demands and confusion by continuously mapping the four word 

colors to the four available buttons.  
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Task Training 

Just before the fMRI task, extensive training (to decrease performance differences between the 

groups) was conducted outside and inside the scanner using special sequences that were identical 

to the task except that the letter “A” (and not words) was used to decrease subsequent habituation 

effects. Subjects were aware of not being paid for these training sequences that were repeated up 

to three times depending on performance (70% accuracy threshold). The number of training 

repetitions did not differ between the groups (outside scanner: 1.3 ± 0.1; inside: 1.4 ± 0.1; both Z 

< -0.8, p > 0.5).  

Drug fluency 

The fluency tasks were administered as part of a larger neuropsychological battery, up to one 

year of the MRI study (within 0-2 days for 21 subjects and within one month for seven additional 

subjects); the number of days elapsed between these tasks and fMRI did not differ between the 

study groups (32.9 ± 15.3; Z < -0.3, p > 0.8). Fifteen subjects completed the drug fluency tasks 

before fMRI and 15 subjects completed them after fMRI. Results of t-tests showed no 

differences in the drug fluency results between these two subgroups either separately within the 

CUD or controls, or within the combined study sample (all t < |.51|, p > 0.6). 

Verbal intellectual functioning 

The verbal fluency outputs were corrected for verbal intellectual functioning. These measures 

were intercorrelated in the CUD (r = 0.56, p < .05 for drug fluency, with a similar trend for 

neutral fluency: r = 0.45, p < 0.1) but not in the healthy control group (r < -0.08, p > 0.8). Using 

the raw verbal fluency data (drug > neutral but without correction for verbal intellectual 

functioning) showed that the correlations with the mesencephalic drug > neutral BOLD signal 
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changes (Figure 1C) were unchanged for both CUD (r = 0.57, p < 0.05) and controls (r = 0.17, p 

> 0.5). 

Repetition effect 

Analyzing the repetition effect by performing a paired t-test between the first and second blocks 

for the drug > neutral direct contrast across all study subjects showed no significant effect of 

repetition for our region of interest (Figure 1B: x = 3, y = -15, z = -12) either at the whole-brain 

analysis level (even when reducing the threshold to p < 0.01 uncorrected) or with the ROI 

analysis (t29 = 0.47, p > 0.6).  

Money effect 

We used varying monetary amounts given our interest in non drug cue reactivity (Goldstein et 

al., 2007b; Goldstein et al., 2007a) and its potential interaction with drug cue reactivity in 

addicted individuals. Brain regions showing such money main effect (where different monetary 

amounts are compared to a neutral cue for inspection of a possible magnitude effect) or 

interaction with drug words will be explored separately. Analyzing the money effect by 

performing a paired t-test between the highest monetary reward condition and the neutral cue 

(50¢ and 0¢) for the drug > neutral direct contrast across all study subjects showed no significant 

effect of money for our region of interest (Figure 1B: x = 3, y = -15, z = -12) either at the whole-

brain analysis level (even when reducing the threshold to p < 0.01 uncorrected) or with the ROI 

analysis (t29 = -0.41, p > 1.0).  

Performance on the drug word fMRI task 

Reaction time and accuracy data were collected across all trials using E-prime. Immediately after 

completion of the MRI session (and outside the scanner), all subjects rated all words on valence 

(“how negative or positive” a word is, from extremely negative to extremely positive, -5 to +5). 
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These ratings were obtained using a custom program written in C++. Note that for all fMRI task 

behavioral analyses, we used the differential drug > neutral measures. This subtraction highlights 

the unique contribution of the putatively conditioned vs. neutral stimuli  (Cox et al., 2006). 

Results showed that there were no main effects of word or group, and no interaction between 

word and group for accuracy or reaction time on the fMRI task in this sample of participants (all 

F < 1.8, p > 0.2). For the valence ratings, there was a significant word main effect (drug < 

neutral, F = 41.61,28, p < 0.0001) but no main effect for group or interaction between word and 

group. Thus, all study subjects rated the drug words as more negative than the neutral words (-

1.4 ± 0.2 vs. 0.6 ± 0.2, respectively) which is important in ruling out the possibility that the 

mesencephalic results were driven by differences in the stimuli subjective valence (Simpson et 

al., 2000)].  

Correlations between the drug fluency and the drug word fMRI task 

Although there were no significant group differences in behavior on the drug word fMRI task in 

this sample, correlations between the two word tasks showed significant correlations for the 

CUD only, specifically for the drug > neutral words (using differential scores across all variables 

as explained in Methods) (Figure 1). Thus, the more the drug fluency spontaneous (and active) 

output, the more the impulsivity (faster reaction time but lower accuracy) in another negatively 

valenced drug-related context (the passive drug word fMRI task) in the CUD only.  
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FIGURE LEGEND 

Supplementary Figure. Behavioral correlations between drug fluency and drug word fMRI task 

in 15 cocaine addicted and 15 matched healthy control participants. Correlations are between 

drug > neutral verbal fluency (variables are unstandardized residuals obtained with regression 

analyses conducted to remove the effects of verbal IQ on correct word fluency responses) with 

the respective differential scores on the drug word fMRI task as measured with (A) accuracy; (B) 

reaction time; and (C) value ratings, for all study subjects. In CUD all r > -0.53, p < 0.05; the 

equivalent correlations did not reach significance for the healthy control subjects, all r < -0.33, p 

> 0.2. Thus, the more the differential drug > neutral accurate fluency responses, the faster the 

reaction time (r = -0.55) but the less accurate the responses (r = -0.59) and the more negative the 

value attributed to the drug > neutral words on the drug word fMRI task (r = -0.53; this 

correlation increased to r = -0.58 when excluding the two CUD outliers, C). 
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